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Abstract: Productive consumption enables .the. satisfaction of current .needs and, at the s~e ·
time, increases the productive potential of labour. Theoretical as well as empirical evidence suggests
· ·that productive consumption is primarily rel~van~ to low-income countries. From the perspective of

growth theory, the productive-consumption· hypothesis is of ftmdamental ·interest because it .modifies
the ''harsh" intertemporal consumption trade-off traditionally assµmed.. The incorporation o.f the
productive-consumption hypothesis into a siinple endogenous growth· model reveals the foll.owing
implications: (a) the possibility of a poverty-trap, (b) the rule of optimal consumption turns into a
modified Keynes-~sey rul~, (c) the (effective) IES is nOt·only based on preferences but in addition
on the

technol~gical

possibilities to enhance human capital due to

pro~uctive

consumption, .(d) a

rising saying rate; and (e) transitional dynamics to an asymptotic balanced growth equilibrium.
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1

The common interest of nearly all development and' growth theories is the
fundamental concept of a "harsh" intertemporal consumption trade-off: Current .
consumption inevitably reduces funire consumption possibilities in a with-or-without
sense. This is true for the early ,'!low-level-~quilibrium-trap" theories [Nelson (1956) and
Leibenstein (1957)], the neoclassica) growth theory [Solow (1~56),. Swan (1956),
·Ramsey {l928), Cass (1965),. and Koopmans (1965)] as well as the endogenous ~owth
theories [e.g. Lucas (1988), Romer (1990), and Rebelo (1991)].
In contrast, already since the fifties the possibility of productive consumption .was recognised within development literature [Winslow (1951), Nurkse (1953), and in
.

.

. addition Wheeler (1980), Gersovitz (1983)]. ~ Productive consumption enables the
satisfaction of current needs and, at ~he same time~ increases the productive potential of
labour. 2 As a consequence, the potential for the satisfaction of future needs rise~. Two

~terpretations of the productive effect of consumption can be disting\lished: First, a
capita consumption can be considered to increase the. efficiency
of'..
rising level
. ·.of per
.
.
.

.

(labou_r; this interpretation underlies the· traditional efficiency wage 'theory -[Lei~ens~ein .
(1957), .Stiglitz (1976), and Bliss and ·Stern (1978)]. Second, a ·rise in the level of per

capita consumption can, on the other hand, be interpreted as increasing the stock ~f .
human capital [Blaug (1987)].
Gersovitz (1988) distinguishes three forms ofproductive:co~sumption: (a) nutrition,
(b) health, .and (c) education. 3 All three. forms serve the satisfaction of current needs,
and, consequently, can be labelled as consumption expenditures;.though·occasionally this

the efficiency of
j

might be assessed differently in the case of educatiQn. Simultaneously,
labour or - depending

on the· interpretation -·the stock of human capital increases..From

this. point of view, the underlying consuµiption expendifures can be classified. as

1

The basic i~ea of productive consumption has ~lready been recognised ~d discussed by classical
economists in the context of the subsistence theory of wages [Mill (1848)); for this see Blaug 0987).
•

2

•

C)

.

The question whether specific investment expenditures are registered as investment or consumption
expenditures within the framework of national accounting is irrelevant for· the purpcise of theoretical
analysis.
·
3

~ee Gersovitz (1988), pp. 394.

\_

2
·. 'productive. ·Gersovitz (1988) ex~resses this n~tion as follows: ,,Health and nutrition
· expenditures share some attributes .of educatiorial one~; they affect welfare beyond the
period when they are made. To a· much greater extent ·than in the case of educati9n,
hdwever, these _e~penditures also affect ·cu"ent well-being, and, it would be .impossible
to devise a convinCing a/location of these expenditures between cu"ent and future
consumption. For instance, at Jdw nutritional levels, food consumption has joini effects
on..cu"ent andfuture well-being and productivity. "

4

·

For developing countries (bes) special characteristics of preferences and technology ·
exist, whlch are relevant to, gfOwth probably. s For example, intertemporal preferences are
usmµly. assumed, to. exhibit a const~t tiine preference rate though a· negative relation
between· th~ time preference rate

and per capit~ income seems reasonable, e~pecially for

the. lower range of income. 6 With respect to technology, the effect of ei:µiancing the stock ·
' of a productive .input (human capital) as a consequ~nce of ~onsumption activitfes
presents a further. characteristic relevant to growth,' which is almost completely ignored
in the context of growth theory.7 After reviewing" empirical evidence for ·a· positive
nutrition-productivity relation,· Fogel. ( 1994) stated recently: "Although largely neglected
by theorists of both the ''old" and the "new" growth economics, these factors can easily
be incorporated into standard growth models. " 8 The growth model presented in sectjon
3 is .an attempt· to. _incorporate .the pr9ductive-consumption hypothesis into a simple
endogenous growtp model..
From the perspective of growth theory:i the productiv~-con~umption hypothesis
seems to be of fundamental

·~terest

because of two ·reasons:

F~rst,

productive

consumption essentially modifies,· ·that is .. partially eliminates, the · intertemporal

4

Gersovitz (1988), p. 396.

5

Azarladi~ (1996).gi~es.an overview·of different growth models which can explain poverty-traps.

This relation is ~own as the Fisher-hjrpothesis [Fisher (l907)]. Usually, if ~e time preference rate is
allowed·to be endogenous, a.positive relationbetween.tJie tinie preference rate and per capita income is
postulated, mainly because of. technical reasons in order tp guarantee stability. For a discussion on this
subject see Obstfeld (1990) as well as Zee (1994).
·
6

'

7

To the best of my lmowledge th~ only exception ·is Wicmnann (1995), who formulates a two-sector
_growth model Wit_h the labour efficiency being.dependent on nutrition.. However, Wichman.interprets the
nutrition-productivity relation as an external effect which is not relevant for the individual choice of an
optimal consump~ion path. Therefore, this model does ~ot ·capture the crucial point considered in this
paper, which_ is the modification of'the ha~h intertemporal consumption trade-off.
·

8

Fogel (1994). p. 385/386.

3

consumption trade-off. 9 Second, theoretical as well as empirical evidence suggests a
systematic, that is negative relationship· between. the level of per capita consumption and ·
the marginal productive effect of consumption.

° Conc~ntrating on the imp.ortance ,of

1

I

productive consumption for economic growth does surely not intend to negl~ct the
importance of other f~ctors that undoubtedly influence growth and development, e.g. the
stability of the political system, the openness of the eco~omy~ or the development of th.e
financial ·sector.
The reSt of this paper. is organised as follows: In section 2, a bri~f outline of the
current theoretical and empirical work on the subject "productive consumption"·is given
first

of~·

In section 3, the hypothesis of productive consumption is specified in the form

of . a "human-capital-enhancement-function" and then integrated into · a simple.
endogenous growth model. The transition process to. an asymptotic ·balanced wowth
equilibrium ·is illustrated by means of a simulation. Section 4 sullimarises the main ·results
..

and concludes with some final considerations.

2

Productive consumption: an ·overyiew
. 2~1

Empirical evidence

The relation between labour. productivity ,as well as. output growth on the one hand
and nutrition, health, and ·education on the

othe~

haQd has been analysed empirically

mainly against' th~ background of two ·different questions: (a) In the wake· of the
traditional. e:ffic~ency wage theory, it ·was attempted . to uncover empirical evidence
supporting or refuting the impact o~ .nutriti~n · and health expenditures on labour
productivity .within. the framework ·of microeconomic empirical· analyses. 11 (b) On,. the
I

•

other hand? the contribu~ion of nutrition, heal~h, and ·education ·to output growth was
exa~ed on a maci:oeconomic level using the methodology of gtoWth accounting. These
.

I

empirical investigations were 'partl~ motivated by . the question wheth~r· a development
strat~gy

.

primarily focusing ~n the satisfaction of b.asic needs prevents an economy from

9

That is, as far as the. possibility of productive consumption exists; the hypothesis of productive
consumption does not assert that every consumption activity is ~oductive.

°

1

For empirical evidence see section 2.1. Within the framework of the efficiency wage theory, this
assumption is illustrated in the form of the so-called effort-function~ see section 2.2 .

•..

4

_ ~oWing or even stimulates growth [Hicks (1979), Wheeler (1980), and.Barro and Salai-Martin (1995), chapter 12].· Some selected empirical investigations and their most
important results are outlined in the following.
I

,

Microeconomic analyses ·
On the , basis of microeconomic cross".'sectional data for ·small-scale farming
enterprises ill Sierra Leone (1974/75), Strauss (1986)
agricultural Cobb-Douglas
ac9ount for a

d~pendence

produc~ion fonction.

estima~es

the .coefficients of an

The production function is .specified to

of the agricultural ,~orl,cers' efficiency upon daily ·nutrient
.

'

intake per worker. ·The .approa~h takes into account the simultaneity of household
choices; the levels of variable farm inputs and it considers the possible influence of other
variables on agricultural output, e.g .. land quality. The· coefficients of nutrient intake
.

.

show the expected positive sign and are highly significant. The positive impact of
nutrient intake on labour- productivity is especially marked at .low levels and ·decreases·
with ail increasing level of calorie intake. The estimation results of Strauss (1986) imply
remarkably \ugh values for the output elasticity of nutrition at low

le~els

:of

cal~rie

intake. The corresponding values vary from 0 .49 at a daily intake of 1500 calories via
0.34 at the sample mean ~alue for a daily ~~orie intake up to 0.12 at a daily intake ~f
4_500 ·calories. 12 ·Accordingly, at the mean value or daily calorie intake, an increase by 1
,percent results -i~ a nse in output by 0 .34 percent.
Deolalikar (1988)
'

investig~tes,

based upon Strauss (1986), the relatfon between
•

•

labour productivity in agriculture ·a$ well as the

>

w~ge

rate 9f rural workers Qn the one

hand and individual calorie intake per day and weight-for-height (kg per cm) on the other ·
· hand by using panel data:.for 240 households in different niral areas of southern India
. (1976~77 and·197?-18). In this.case, the weight-f~r-height variable is interpreted as a
medium-term inaicator -of the nutrition~ .status as· well-as an ~~dicator of the health·
status. The results are not

u~ambiguous;

The coefficients of calorie intake ·per day ·are . ·

not significant, while the coefficients of weight-for-height prove to be significant.
However, Deolalikar does not interpret these results as

an ·evidence ~gainst a nutrition-

11
Bliss and· Stem (1978), ·Part II, outline the empiri~l investigations concerning the efficiency wage
·theory.
·
·

See Strauss(i986), pp. 313; Wolgenmuth et ai. (1982) find.similarly high values for output elasticity
·with respect to calorie intake for Kenyan road construction workers.
·
12

5

productivity relationship: ''What the empirical results, then suggest is that, even if the
short-run effects of nutriti<:>n on labor productivi"ty ·are insignificant,. the met!ium-run '
·effects are large andpositive....Another interpretation may simply be that weight-forheight is a better indicator than average daily calorie intake. " 13

In the context of a mesoeconomic study, Ram_ and Schultz (1979) analyse the relation
·_between the h~alth status and labour productivity in agriculture on the basis, of data- for
different Indian states: The rate of mortality is ·employed as an

~dicator of the health .

status in such a way .th~t a decrease in the rate' of mortality is interpreted as an'
improvement in the health status. Ram and Schultz regress the percentage.change in.iural
labour productivity on the percentage change. in the rate of mortality for the period from
1958, to 1967. This single regression explains 28 percent of,the _interstate

variatio~

in

agricultural. productivity; the corresponding coefficient has· a value of 0.3 and is highly
'

(

significant. Consequently, a reduction in the rate of mortality by 1 percentage point.
increases the labour productivity by 0.3 percentage points. 14

Macroeconomic analyses
, On a macroeconomic level,

Whee~er

( ~ 980) examines for 54 DCs the relation

between the growth r~te of output. on the. one ltand. and the growth rate~ of different
indicators of the nutritional status· (calorie availability per day), the health status ·(life
expectancy at birth), and education (adult literacy rate), on the other hand, ~or the period
from 1960 to 1970. For this· purpose,. Wheeler formulates a simultaneous four-equation
model~ co~sisting

.

.

of a macr'leconomic .production fuqction and one equation for

.nutrition, health, ·and education, respectively (which are called "welfare equations"). 15
· Th~ production function includes capital in addiiion to labour in efficiency units as

..
13

Deolalikar (1988), p.412.

14

It ~ppears problematic to. interpret the 6bs~rved correlation in the sense Qf one-sided causality of an
improvement in the health .status resulting in an increase in labour productiVity. Ram and SchUitz refer
in this context 'to 'enormous public health programmes and the abatement of malaria during the
examined period and, therefore, interpret the rau ·in mortality rates as ·an exogenous variable.
15

·This model is purely econometric in order to derive estimation equations for the ~oMh rate of o:utput
while explicitly taking into account simwtaneity. The model is not able to achieve a tlteoretical analysis
of the importance of the productive effects of nutrition, health, and education for the gr~Wth process.

6
inputs,. with the latter again depending on the. level of nutrition, health, and'.' education.

16

· . · The three "welfare equati_ons" ·represent the l~vel of nutrition, health, and education as a
function of per capita income as well as some exogenous variables. By.this.formulation, ,a /
~utual cau~ality between· the ·growth rate of output on the ~ne hand and the· change in

nutrition, health, and education on. the other hand can. be taken into . consideration.
Wheeler finds a strong l~bour augment.~g .effect of the nutrition and health :variabl~s in
the determination of the change in output for "poor countries"._ The parameter estimates
1

.imply elasticities for labour in

effi~iency units with re~pect to ·mlirition of l~·.14 and for

labour •in efficiency units. with -respect to ,health of 7. 13 .. Multiplying these elasticity
values with the val~e of the ou~put elastidty 'wi~h respect to labo9r in efficiency units

=

yields the output ela~ticities for nutrition . ( 026 ·11.14 2.90) and for health
(0.26·7.13.=1.85 ). T~ese values are s.everal t~mes higher than the mic~oeconomic

elasticities of Strauss (1986). A possible -interpretation is based on the assumption of
positive external· effects of labour efficiency: Well .nourished, ·healthy, appropriately.
educated,

~d

economically active individuals at the same· time increase the productivity

of other economically actiye individuals. 17 · Surpris~gly, Whe~ler finds no signlticant
influence of the education variable o~ the growth rate of output~ not even at the 10
·percent level of significance. Furthermor~, the·analysis of the productive contributions of
nutrition,

healt~,

.and education reveals a strong influence of nutrition and health

especially for low per capita incomes and a decreasing marginal contribution wit~ a rise
in per capita income, while the positive infl'l:lence of education increa~es with a ~se in per
capita income. 18 Wh~eler summarises his econometric analysis with the words: "Thus,
:

.

0

.

the available data are shown to be consistent with the notion that some basic needS
expenditures can legitimdtely be regarded as investments in human capftal. "

16

Consequently,

the

1

1

Q1 = A1K/ (L'1H/l,. N/'

production .

E/ 'f
1

2

,

function

w~ere Q, den~tes

fa

Cobb-Douglas

Output, A1

19

form

the level of technology,

. reads:

K1 the

capital stock, L1 physical laboUr, H, a health indicator," N 1 a nutritional indicator~ _and E 1 an

indi~ator of the educationai level at time ~·

11

See for this Lucas (1988), who assumes positive exte~l effects of the average human capital stock in
· the production of ou~ut. However, a direct comparison between the results of Strauss (1986) and the
results of Wheeler (1980) 'is problematic on account of different references to space and time.
18

It ~hould be noted.that the data set records only countries with low and middle per capita income and
'
·
no countries with high per capita income. ·
19
I

'.

Wheeler{l980), p. 450.

·

7
The above-mentioned results are confirmed by Hicks ( 1979) insofar as he finds within
the framework of different multiple regressions on the basis of cross-sectional data for 69
non-oilexporting DCs. (1960-73), without exception, a strong and signi~cant_ influence of
different "basic-needs" indicators (life expectancy at birth, adult literacy rate, pri~ary
. school erirol~ent rates) ort the growth·rate of real p~r capita income. Finally, the ·results
of a broadly designed cross-sectional analysis by·B~o (1991) are pointed out, acoordi~g
to which . life expectancy .at birth, interpreted as a nutrition .and health indicator, is
\

J

'

positive and highly sigqificant for the explanation of the growth rate of real per capita.
income~ whereas the results for various indicators of the educational status are not

unambiguous. 20 ·
Lastly, Fogel (1994) estimates the iinportance of a. nutrition".'productivity relationship
for the development process of Britain. He concludes that improvements in nutrition .
I

explain. 30 per cent of per capita income growth between 1790 and 1980·.. One

t~rd

of

this effect is assigned to incr~sed labour force participation while the ·rem~g two

~hlrds are assigned to an increased labour ptoduc~ivity in production.

2.2

Theoretical approaches ·

. 2.2.1 Preliminary remarks
.Traditional efficiency wage theory assumes a positive relation between the level of
consumption
and the efficiency
of labour. This hypothesis
bears far-reaching theoretical·
.
'
.
implicati.ons with respect to the labour market: Profit-maximising producers· are willing

...,

.

'

to pay that wage rate which minimises labour cost per efficiency .unit of labour~ this wage .
is called ~he efficiency wage. If the market-clearing wage rate lies below the effici~ncy
wage, unemployment arises. The efficiency ·wage theory is, ·above all, .an. appr~ach to .
explain the widespread phenomenon of rural unemployment in DCs [Stiglitz (197.6) and
'.Bliss and Stem (1978)]. 21
The implications of a positive relationship. between consumption and· the efficiency of
labour - or .in_ other words the implication~ of the_ productive-consumption hYJ>othesis - ·

20

,

See also Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), chapter 12.

During the eighties, the efficiency wage theory was further dev~loped within the framework of newkeynesian theory and used to . explain real wage· rigidities and unemployment in industrialised
economies; for an overview see Yellen (1984) and Romer
(1996) chapter. 10.
.
21

'·

8

for .the consumption/saving behaviour were .hardly analysed within the economic
'.

I

l

literature. 22 Gersovitz ( 1983) represents an importan~ exception'. He discusses two
complementary approaches, whic~ explicitly analyse the impQrtance of productive

. conslJmption. for the consumption/saving behaviour· within the framework of a two-.
period model. 23 Both ~pproaches are. based on the idea that consumption might have a
second positive effect in addition to the direct satisfaction of current needs. This consists
in an increase in the probability of survival. and in an increase in the efficiency labotir.
Both approaches offer the possibility to· derive a positive relation between the average
saving rate and income on· a sound microeconomic foundation. 24 On acco1:111t of the
exceptional importance of both approaches for the theoretical analysis both are outlined
in their essential .features.
•

I

2.2.2 Consumption and the probability of survival
. The crucial hypothesis of this model is· a positive relation between the standard of
living and ·the probability of survival for the lower range of inc~me. Consequently,
consumption increases welfare in two different respects: '.fhe satisfaction of current
needs means a (traditional) direct utility effect. The indirect utility effect of consumption
consists in an increase in the probability of survival. The importance _of this· additional
consumption effect falls with an increase in the standard of living.
T~e

individual considered exists for two periods (presence and future) and solely

receives income in the first _period. This income (y) is djvided up between current
consumption ( C1) and· sayings ( s ); future ·consumption ( c2 ) equals current savings
multiplied by an interest rate factor ( R ):

y=c1 +s,

(2.1)
(2.2)

22

Empirical investigations of the saving behaviour in DCs usually test the validity of the absoltiteincome-, the permanent-income- and the life-cycle hypothesis; see Mikesell and Zinser (1973). For more
current Investigations.see Aghevli et. al: (1990) and Reichel (1993).
·
23

sPeatc

However, GersoVitz does not
of productive consumption but~ for example, of the ''physio.logica/
.consequences ofpoor nutrition associated with low income", Gersovitz ( 1983 ), p. 84i
·
24

·Such a relation already results from the keynesian absolute-income hypothesis which is, however,
based on the ad hoc assumptions· of an autonomous consumption. and a constant marginal rate of
consumP,tion.

9

The ·probability of· surviving the first period ( 7r) ~crea.ses with the level of
c~~msumption during. the first period, furthermore ·a concave and twice continuou~ly
differentiabl~ "survival~probability-furiction"

with. 1(' > 0 and
The individual chooses q and

is assumed:

1(' '::::;;

0 .25

(2.3)

c2 , in o~der to maximise the expected lifetim~ utility

(Eu),

\

(2.4)
with respect to (2. l) and (2.2). 26 The instantaneous utility function [ u(c)] is also
assumed to be concave and twice continuously differentiable. Application of the
L$1grangian method yields the first-0~4er conditions for an interior solution·( Cj,C2 .> 0 ):
(2.5)
. For an optimal solution, ~he marginal gain in welfare due. t.o ·an increase in current
consumption

equ~s

the marginal gain in welfare i due to· an. increase in future

consumption. The. left-hand side of (25) shows the marginal in.crease in welfare :resulting
from· current consumption, which consists of two
.

co~ponents.
'

A (marginal) increase in
'

current consumption causes the expected lifetime· utility to rise according to the marginal
utility ·of_ current con~~mption [ u' (c1)] and, additionally, according to a rise in ._the
expected future utility, resulting from· an increase in the probability of survival

'[7r'(c1)· u(c2 )

].

27

The right-h~d side of (2.5) shows the marginal increase. in welfare

due, to' an increase. in future consumption. The probability of experiencing the ruture is, of
course, considered for the calculation of the expected yalue.
Gersovitz discusses two thre~hold effects: Below a subsistence level of consumption

( C ), -survival is impossible [tr{ Cl -< c) = 0]. If income does n_ot .exceed this' value,

25

1

Gersovitz justifies the form of this function merely .with reference to the plausibility of this
assumption; see Gersovitz (1983), p. 844. Discounting futur~ utility by means of a time preference rate 'is not considered in (2.4); future utilify is'
nonetheless "discounted" by means of multiplication With the probability of survival which is by
_assumption smaller than one. ·
26

27

A sufficient condition for a maximum is a concave curved 11survival-probability-function11 ; the .validity
of this assumption is pres~pposed by Gersovitz (1983).
·

10

saving is zero~ c2
.

= s. =0 . ~ second threshold effect appears as soon as ~he _initial level

of consumption expeeds a value· above which no further ipfluence on. the probabilitY of

c

.•

\

·survival exists, n( c1 > 1) :.__ ·n . Without this "survival effect" of ·consumption
.

( 1i

.

.

= 1), condition (2. 5) turns il)to the usual optimum condition:
(2.6)'
As long as the utility ~nction is isoela.stic and the interest rate equals zero, a positive

relation between the average saving rate and income exists, provided that:

r +..i. <77-1) > o, .

c

: · · n"

where A= _i and· 11= - - c1 ,
.

C1

arid y denotes the elast~city of utility.

tr'

(2.7)

·

,

,,

Con~ition

(2.7) i~ :fulfilled w~enever the .elasticity ,

of the marginal probability of survivaI with respect tq consumption ( 'I). is greater than
one. 28 Provided .that the marginal probability

of:survival d~clines sufficiently fast in

response to .current consumption, the individual is willing to in9rease future

consu~ption

mQre than proportionately as income rises, th~reby. increasing the saving rate. 29
. 2.2.~ Cons1;1mption ·and·labour productivity
As mentio~ed above; the traditional efficiency wage theory assumes a positive impact

of the individual wage rate on the, efficiency of labour. In this context, a higher wage rate
is implicitly assumed .to induce an incre.ase. in the .level -of consumption. Due·. to· a
'_'physiological-technological" relationship a higher productivity per-man-hour results. By
.means of a

seco~d

model, Gersovitz

(19~3)

analyses the resulting impljcations for the

individual saving behaviour. He describes the· p~o4uctive consumption effect and its
possib~e

!mpIication for the saving behaviour a~·. follows: "Greater cu"ent consumption
.

adds· to utility directly and

.

indir~ctly

.

by increasing income, thereby .creating a bias

against saving'~. 30

28

The elasticity of the marginal probability of· survival with respect to consumption is defined as

dtr' C
tr"·C·
"/'/=--·-·=--.·
de tr'
tr'
29

For further interpretations see Gersovitz (1983), p. 845.

30

Gersovitz (1983), p .. s4s.
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The crucial hypothesis of consumption ( c1) enhancing the efficiency of labour ( h Jis
represented by a concave and twice continuously differentiable "effort-function". Thus, it
is supposed in ~ccordance with efficiency wage literature, that consumption increases the
efficiency of labour without any delay: 31

h =h(q),

(2.8)

The individual considered exists for two

perio~s,

the entire income is received

exclusively during the first period and experience of the second period is - in contrast to
the former. model - certain. Current and future consumption are chosen in order to
maximise total utility'

V
~ubject

=u(c1 )+ u(c2 ),

(2.9)

to the constraints,
(2.10)
(2.11)

w denotes the wage rate per efficiency unit of labour [i.e. the wage rate.per
man-hour in relation to one unit of efficient labour ( w0 I h )], h(c1) the efficieµcy of

In this case

labour, so that w · h( c1) represents the wage income32 .and

a all components of ·non-

wage income. The first-order condition for an interior solution reads:

u' ( c1 )

=- R ·u' (c2 ) •· ( w ·h' -1) .

·

(2.12)

Taking into consideration the presumed positive marginal utility, condition (2.12) can
only be fuJfilled ·ifthe following _inequality holds:
(w ~ h'- -1) < 0 or

w ·h' < 1.

(2.13)

The interpretation of condition (2.13) is as follows: Saving necessarily means areduction
in current consumption. Consequently,

t~e

efficiency of labour and, therefore, the wage

31

Gersovitz uses an effort-function h( c) which possesses a mixed convex-concave form. Within the
efficiency wage literature, convex-concave effort-fun~tions as well as globally concave effort-function§
are employed; see Rosenzweig ( 1988), pp. 720.
·
' ·
.
32

In this case it must be supi)osed that the individual inelastically supplies one unit of labour. or that

w0 is the wage pa)'ment for the whole working time.

12
income decreases in accordance. with the effort-function. The condition wh'

< 1 means

that further saving (renunciation of current consumption) by o~e unit can only be
reasonable if the .induced fall in incom.e turns out to be smaller. The bias toward current
consumption iri the case of low incomes becomes clear.if (2.12) is transformed to:

u'(c1 ) =,R··u'(c2 ) - R ·u'(c2 )· w· h'.

(2.12a)

For comparably low incomes and, consequently, ceteris paribus low .consumption
levels,

h' is relatively high, and the value of the right-hand side of (2.12 a) is relatively

small. Hence, a low marginal utility of consumption in the first period (left-hand side)
and, taking into·account the concavity. of the utility function, a, comparably high level of
current cor:isumption results .. This effect disappears with a rise in income and for h' = 0
(2.12 a) turns into the usual optimum condition.
The average saving rate rises with income provided that the following condition.
holds~ 33

·(I+ A.)·(e-1)+ wh' - µe > 0,

-h"
h'

with e = - - c1'

µ

c
=-ca and as before A. =-1.
.
c
1

(2.14)

1

Provided that the individual has no non-wage income (a ;::· 0 ), e > 1 is .a sufficient

.

.

condition for the saving rate to increase with income. Accordingly, the marginal

.

.

,

attractiveness of current consumption as a result of the efficiency and wage increasing
effect must fall sufficiently fast. 34
.

•

33

'

.

,

In addition, an isoelastic instantaneous utility function and an interest rate equal to zero is assumed as
before; see Gersovitz (1983), p. 850.
.

134

.

\

For further interpretations see Gersovitz (1983), p. 850.
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3
3.1

. The importance of productive consumption for·growth
. A linear growth model with

produ~tive

consump*ion ·.

3.1.1 The human-capital-enhancement-function
f>

•

The above-reviewed empirical studies investigating the relationship betweeri labour
productivity and output gro~h on the one hand and nutrition, health; and education on ...
the other hand clarify two essential points:
(a) A rise in the level ~f nutrition~ health, and ed~cation increa~es the productive
potential oflabour, and
(b) with an increasing. level ,of nutrition, ·health, and education, the. importance of the
marginai effect concerning ·the productive potential of labour decreases. 35
Nutrition and health expenditures.- are clearly mad.e in order to satisfy current needs
and· can be -classified as consumption; in the case of education, this does· not follow
uIUUl)biguously. ~ fact; a considerable part of the education~ a~tivities may not be
considered as pure pleasure and is probably conceived as a traditional .investment ·
activity. 36 .
To analyse the implications of productive consumption in the .context of growth, the
productive consumption effect is interpreted as enhancing the stQck of human capital.
This central hypothesis .·is specified in ·the form of a human-capital-enhancement-'

. function. In its intensive form, this concave and twice continuously differentiable
function reads:

h(t Y=¢[c( t)] - ( n +«5) ·h( t) ,

with

(IS' ( c) > 0 and (IS" (c) < 0 .

(3. 1)

In this case h(t) denote,s the stock of human capital per· capita at ·time t, · c(t) ,
~

<

consumption per capita, 0 the depreciation rate or' human capital,. and n the population

35
36

Both propositions must be qualified in the case of education; for this see section 2.1.

Recent growth ·models, which intend to endogenise labour supply, indirectly· interPret education as
·· satisfying needs. In addition to consumption, the utility function contains "leisure in efficiency Writs" as .
· the product, of leisure and the individual stock of human capital as an argument; see Ladron-de-Guevara,
Ortiguefra,and Santos (1997), pp.130. Moreover, seeLazear (1977), who theoretically and empirically .
analyses the 9uestion whether education should be regarded as a production or consumption process.
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gr~wth rate, respectively. 37 ·Equation (3 .1) represents the equation of inotion .for the

average stock of human capital.

As a result

o! pro_ductive consumption activities, the

stock of human .cap~tal p'er capita increases· according to the function

_¢[c( t)], ·while it

decreases due. to depreciation and pqpulation growth. Consequently, ¢[c(t)] can be
de~ignated ·as the gross human-capital-e~ancement-function. The positive, ~ut

decreasing

marginal

human-capital-enhancement-effect

of ·

.consumption

[¢' (c) > 0, <fl~ (c) ~ 0 l appears justified ·by the empirical evidence. The "smooth" shape
. may not be

reasonab~e

at an

individu~

level. However, this

assu~ption

hardly appears

problematic at an aggregate level, that is if (3 .1) is interpreted in the sense of an average
· human-capital-enhancement-function.
On account of its static character, the

tra~itional

efficiency wage theory was forced ·

to assume that consumption increases the e~ciency of iabour .without any delay. In
contrast,
equation (3 .1) llidicates a human-capital-enhancing-effect of consumption for
. .
.
·the next .Period. The above-stated formulation of the- human-capital-enhancement~
function means that human _capital is formed exclu~ively as a re~ult of productive
consumption. Consequently, formal
decision and
,

le~ng-by-doing

.

educ~tion

as far as it represents

~

investment

effects· are ignored.· The repreaentation of productive

consumption effects. together With, for example, formal education is naturally possible '
within the framework ~ofa comprehensive
production function for human capital:
.
\

b(t) = B · [1-u(t)]·.h(t) +¢[c(t)J.-(8 + n)· h(t) ..

(3.2)

The first term on the right-hand. side equals the production function for hll:man capital,
corresponding to theUzawa-Lucas model. 38
Several authors have .recently incorporated ·a subsistence level of consumption into
· di~erent gro:wih models by. means -~f Stone-Geary prefere~ces. [Rebelo ( 1992), Be~
David (1994), Easterly (1994), Sarel (1994)]. The concept of a subsistence level of
consumption can be related to the huni.an-capital-enhancement-function. The subsistence
level of consumption c~n be interpreted to denote the income level below whicµ survival

3

7-To the best of my knowledge, the only model which postulates consumption to be ·productive in the
sense ·of increa~ing the stock of human capital is Becker and Murphy (1988), though they call it
"consumption capital".
·
38

See Lucas (1988), p. 18.
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is impossible, tha~ is the physical minimum of existence. 39 The subsistence level of
consumption can be considered to represent the minimu~ gross enhancement of human

~apital to cover .depreciation. 40 The differences between the concept of subsistence
consumptio11: and the human-capital-enhancement-function are the following: (a) the
former represents a modification -of the standatd preference formulation while the later
represents a modification of the. technological .opportunities,. and (b) the· human-capital- ·
enhancement-~n~tion

continuously accounts for productive consumption effects bey~nd

the subsistence level.
The hypothesis of producti~e con~uniption in the form of equation ·(3.1) or (3.2). is
· not an. assumption which serves pri.marily for abstraction, that is reduc~ng the. complexity
of the ~eal world. It rather constitutes a crucial assumption ·for the growth ..model_
presented in the next· section, which focuses on imp?rtant. aspects of capital ~ccumulation
and growth in DCs.

3.1.2 The model
Th~

linear growth model [Romer (1986), Barro (1990), .Jones and Manuelli (1990),

Re~elo (1991); in addition see Barro and Sala-i-Maitin (1995), chapter 4]. is a fairly

simple endogenous growth model. Due·to 'its simple structure, it shows very clearly the
conditi~ns

for permanent growth as well as the main

.implicatio~s

of the endogenous

growth theory.. Permanent· grow1'.h is guaranteed by constant returns to scale

mthe·

factors t.hat can be accumulated as well as a sufficiently high marginal productivity of
these factors. 41 The steady-state growth rate is dete~ned by technology and preference
parameters, so that internationally different parameter values can explain Jnternationally
different growth rates. A special feature of the linear- growth model is that the steady!

state is realised at any point in time;. consequently, transitional dynamics do not exist. In

.

39

The subsistence. level of c~nsumption is sometimes denoted as the minimum absolute poyerty line~ for
details and empirical estimates see World Development Rep<)rt ( 1990).

°

Fogel (1_994) rep0rts estimates of the daily calorie require~ents to cover the baseline maintenanee (the
energy to keep the body functioning,. that.is bas~ metabolism plus energy for digestion of food and vital
hygiene) for American males in the 18th century~ see Fogel (1994), p.372.
. · ·
4

41

For a deriva~on. of the general conditions of permanent growth see Jones and Manuelli ·(1997).
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the following, a modified linear growth model extended by productive consumptio~ is
.· presented ~ a general form using continuous time n?tation. 42

.

Every representative household has access to a· one-sector production technology
with capital [~(t)] as the only input, which is employed to _produce anoutput good

[ y( t)] that c8:11 be used universally for investmept ·or consumption purposes. The

prod~ction function in its intensive form reads:
I

y(t)_= f[k(t)] with f(O) = 0 ~d· f'(k) =A·.

(3.3)

The production function is linear.homogeneous and, hence, the marginal productivity of
.

'

capital (A) is·c9nstant. The absence of diminishing retums·is crucial for the generation

two

·of en~ogenous growth and_ can be justified mainly. by
interpretatio~s: First, capital is
.
.
.
.
"
thought ~o exhibit positive spill-over effects or, se~ond, capital· can _be interpreted·
'

.. broadly. Following t?is second inte~retation, capital is defined to

~ncompass

physical as

. well as human capital:' In addition, both types of capital can be additively aggregated if
they are. assume~ to be perf~ct substitutes in production:
(3.4)

Phy~i~al capital per capita [kp(t)] increases as a consequence of the renunciation of
·consumption, taking into account the rate of depreciation ( o) as well as· the rate of
'

•

I

~

'

•

population growth ( n ):

kp(t) = f~k(t)]-(n+o)· kp(t)-c(t).

(3.5)

Human· capital. per capita. [ k h ( t)] is exclusively formed by productive consumptfon;
the equation. of motion' for human capital equals the human-capital-enhancementfunction:

kh(t) =-{b[c(t)l-(n + <5): kh(t).

42

\

-

(3.6)

The linear growth model is used as a framework pdmarily because of analytical reasons; The·model
·implies a constant saVing rate and constant growth rates. Consequently, any .patte~ of a changing
saving .rate and the occurrence of transitional dynamics can be· assigned directly to the productive:.
~onsurnption hypothesis. · ·
·
·
··
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The gross human-capital-enhancement.;,function ¢[c(t)] is assumed to be

stric~ly

concave and twice continuously differentiable with asymptotically. vanishing first and
second derivative:

¢'(c) > 0, ¢"(c) < 0, lim ¢'(c) = 0 and, hence, lim ¢''(c) = 0.
c-+oo

c-+oo

(3.7)

Using the simplifying assumption of identical depreciation rates, the equation of
motion for tl:ie whole stock of capital per capita reads accordin!? to q.4) .as follows:

k(t) = f[k(t)]-(n + 8) · k(t)- VJ'[C(t)] ·
With V'[c(t)]

=c(t)-¢[c(t)].

(3.8)

Usually, consumption is costly because it fully reduces net investments, that is the
accumulation of capital. In the present context, consumption partially contributes to the
accumulation of human capital. Consequently, Vf(c) can be designated as the net cost of

consumption (nee), which consists in consumption less the human-capital-enhancement
effect of consumption. 43
The representative_ household is assumed to maximise its dynastic lifetime utility. The
corresponditJg dynamic optimisation problem is a concave, infinite time problem of
optimal control with one control [c(t)] and one state variable [k(t)] as ~ell as a
bounded control set:

J

co

max u[c(t)]-e-(p-n}tdt
{c(t)} 0

,

k(t) = f[k(t)]-(8 + ~) ·k(t)- Vf[c(t)]
k(O) = k0 , k(t) ~·o
0::; c( t)::; f[k( t)],

.

.

.where c(t) denotes per capita.consumption at time

(3.9)

t, u[ c(t)] the instantaneous utility

function, p the i~divid.ual time preference rate, and n the constant growth rate of
population, respectively. The instantaneous tJtility function is assumed to be strictly

43

I ~nk Karl-Josef Koch for suggesting the clarifying expression "net cost of consumption".
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concave ·[ u'( c) >. 0 and u'' ( c)

.

< 0] and to

utility with respect to consumption ( u
e~asticity

.

po~sess a constant elasticity of marginal

= u~' (c) ·c ),
~(tj

that is a constant intertemporal
.
.

of substitution .( 1 I u).

The marginal nee ['I/' ( c) = 1- <fl (c)] is. negative· as _long as the marginal humancapital-enhancement e~ect of ~onsumption is greater than one. In this case, it clearly
makes no sense to. refrain from cQnsumption and, therefore, saving must be zero.
Moreover, rational individuals would try to dissave whenever this possibility arises.
'

''

However, since only . human capital has been accuinulated in the · past and the
transformation of human capital. into consu11:1ption goods seems to be impossible, the
: ( state;..deperident)

inequ~ty constraint on the control ·[ c ~ f ( k)]

must be imposed and

will tUrn out to be effectively binding at e~ly stages of economic development.
The Lagrangian and the current-value Hamiltonian for the maximisation . problem
'·,

(3.9) read as follows: 44
(3.10)

. H (c, k, A,) ~ u( c) +A, ·[/( k )- ( 8 + n) · k ·- 'I/( c)] .

(3.1,I)

The Hamiltonian (3. I I), which represents ~he contribution of current output allocated to·
consumption and investment to the overall benefit, illustrates the

"~ual

welfare-effect" of

(productive) consumption. The .first part shows the direct contributi~n to utility [ u( c)].

As already mentioned, productive consump~ion reduces the nee [ 'I/( c)] according to the
·hum~-capital-enhancement-effect of consumption. [ </J( c)]. The second part of the
Hamiltonian,.Iepresenting:the.net.increase ~th~ capital stock evaluated at the current. value shadow price (It ), c'aptures thi~ mechanism: 45

44

For a presentation of op~~ control theory with bounded coiitrol sets,. see Kamien and Schwartz.
· (1990), section 10. Especially for optimal control theory with state-dependent inequality constraints on
the control vari_able, see F,eichtinger and Hartl (1986), chapter 6. In order to simplify the notation, the
."time index will be suppressed in the fol~~wing. ·
·

45

For an economic interpretation of the maximum principle and the Hamiltonian see Dorfman (1969).
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··T~e application of the maximum principle leads to the fi~st-order condi~ions, where

Yi and v2 denote the dynamic Lagrangian multipliers associated with each .of the
inequality constraint.s stated in (3.9): 46

8L

OA

. .

= k = f(k~-(8 + n)· k- lp(C),

.

.

8L

.

(3.12)

.

A = A .(p- n)- Ok =.A ·[p + 0 - f' (k) ]- Vi • f'( k),

··cC)- " lp'(C). -

8L
OC = U

.IL •

V1

Vi

(3.13)

+ V2 = .o ,

(3.14)

·[f(k)-c]=O, ·

(3.15)
(3.16)

3~ 1 ~3

lmplkations

The first-order conditions .stated ·abo~e indicate that bo~ndary solutions have to be
distinguished from .interior ·solutions. Furthermore, · within interior solutions, the
transition process can be distinguished from the asymptotic balanced growth equilibrium.

In order to illustrate the implications of the linear growth model with produ".tive
.

-

.

consumption, three ranges are distinguished: The no-saving range, the transition range
and the asymptotic range.

No-saving range
The first-order conditions (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) imply-a boundary solution with
c = f(k) if.the following weak inequality h~lds:

(3.17)

u'(c) ~A,· rp'(c).

..

46

Because the Hamiltonian is concave in the control and the state, the necessary conditions are also
sufficient for a maximum. In addition to the first-order conditions an optimal trajectory must satisfy the
'transversality condition: fun e-CP-n>t • A.(t). k (t) = O· Note that the transversality condition only applies
,

t-+OO

p

to capital which results from the renunciation of consumption~ that is physical capital.

.
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As long as the ~arginal utility of consumption exceeds the marginal nee .measured in
units of utility, ·an increase in consumption·approaching the .upper limit of the control set

· [ k ~ 0, 0 ~ c ~ f (k)] seems to be rational and, con~equently, saving is ·zero., ·
Within the no-saving· range the evolution of the economy fs, deterinined by the
equati.on of motion for capital (3. 8), t~ng into account that saving is zero:

k = (6[f(k)]-(o + n)· k.

(3.18)

Note. that an i~crease in capital per capita is possible in ,the present model although the
saving rate. is zero. As a. consequence of the properties of the human-capit~-·
enhancement-function, the differential equation in the capital stock. (3 .18) possesses a
stable equilibrium point whenever 'the sum of the .depreciation rate and the population
growth rate is positive. If the .stationary value of capital per capita lies inside the nos~ving

range, the eco~cn~y runs into a poverty-trap: IndiViduals do not. save during this

early stage of economic development and no physical capital is accumulated. However,
human capital is created as a consequence of productive consumption activities. Because
of the diminishing marginal hu~an-capital~enhancement-effect of consumption, ·the net
human capital accumulation decreases and may approach zero before the end of the nosaving range is reached and the accumulation of physical capital sets in. 47 ·
The growth rates of consumption per capita and output per capita are equal to the
growth rate of capital. per capita:

. i: ~ y = k = ¢[/(k)]_(O+n) ..
c y k
k
.

(3.19)

The· growth rate of consump~ion per capita in (3 .19) is .independent of preferences. That
is, the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (IES) is effectively zero within the nosaving range~

47

Surprisingly, the possibilitY of a poverty-trap even opellS up within the framework of an endogenous

growth ~odel. One can expect that productive consumption within a neoclassical model ·increases the

probability of a pov~rty-trap.
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Transition range
The first-order conditions (3.14), (3.15), and (3.16) i.mply an -interior .. soluti~n
( 0 < c < y) if the following equality holds:

48

u' ( c) ='IL · l/f' ( c) .

,.

(3.20)

As soon as the marginal. utility of consumption equals the marginal nee measured in :
'

'

.

units of utility, the optimal trajectory leaves the boundary and runs into the interior of the
open control set [k ~ 0, 0 ~ c ~ f(k) ]~provided that the poverty-~r~p did not become
binding. Along. the- optimal trajectory, equality (3.20) holds as a necessary optimum.
condition. Talcing into account the definition of ~he marginal nee [ lfl' ( c) = 1:..... </l (c)] as
. I

.

,

well as the concavity of the utility function 'and comparing (3 .20) to the usuai optimum
condition [ u' ( c) = A, ], it becomes clear that the level of consumption is higher compared
~o

a situation _without. productive consumption effects, as one would. expect.
Differentiati~n .of equat!on (1.20) wi~h respect to time, subsequently dividing the

result by the original relation (3.20), eliminating the shadow price using equation (3.1.3),
.

I

.

and noting that v1 is .zero for fill: interior solution yields the optimal growth rate of ·
consumption per capita:

t
'-=

. c

with

1

'
.
(f'(k)-8-p)
a ~ 'IJV'· ( c) ·
.

1]'1'1( c) =.

c. l/f

c) = .c . </l' (c) < 0 .49
'I'' (c)
1- ¢' ( c)
1' (

The evolution of the economy in the

c~se

of interior solutions is

(3.21)

gov~rned

·by the

differential equations in the state(3.8) and in the control (3.21). The second expression
of the denominator on the right-hand side of(3.21) denotes th~ elasticity of the marginal

The third possibility of c = 0 would requi~e u' ( c) ~ A. •'fl' ( c) . On account of the characteristics. of
the utility function and the human-capital-enhancement-function as well as a positive shadow price of
capital, the case of c = 0 does not emerge;·
48

The validity of the so-called growth condition f'(k) >p + 8 is assumed :Equation (3.21) is only
valid for an interior solution, wher~ the marginal nee must be smaller than one. · Consequently, the
denominator.of TJ"'•(c) -cannot become negative and. TJ"'·(c) is well defined.
49
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nee with respect to cons1"-llption [ T/'f/' ( c)]. ·Corresponding to th~ nature of the hum~
capital-enhancement-function, T/'f/' ( c) is negative while its absolute value. decreases with
" an increasing level of per capita consumption and asymptotically approaches zero.
Equation (3 -~I) is the: mo~ified Keynes-Rams~y rule of OJ?timal consumption/saving.
:The ratio on the .right-han~ side of (3.21) can be designated effective JES (e/ES). It is
worth noting that the e/ES is .not exqlusively deteimined by the Instantaneous utility
functiort but that it is additiOnally dependent. on ~he technological possibilities to enhance
the stock of human capital as .a result of productive consu~ption. The e/ES expresses the
~illin~~ss
t~e

t.o subs.titute consumpti~n intertempor~y, ~aking in~o acc~mnt ·a ·Change in

marginal utility as well as a change in the marginal nee. Along the (infinite) transition

to ·the asymptotic balanced gro~h equilibrium, the e/ES and the growth rate of
consumption per capita increase'.
With respect to (3.21), one could argue that productive consumption· has no .impact,
on growth rates if one oruy assumes the human-capital-enhancement-function
.to imply a .
.
.
.
'

'

constant elasticity of-the
elasti~ity

margina~ nee~ .~alogQl;lS.
I

to the use of constant intertemporal
.

o( . substitution ·(CIES) utility . functions. The class ·of

human~capital-

. enhancement,;.functions\w~ch give rise to a constant el~sticity ~fthe margi11:aI nee can be
shown to be of the following form (see the appendix):

t/J( c) = c - ~ c1-:- 11 + a2 ,
.

(~.22)

l-TJ

where al and a2 are so~e positive constants and 1J denotes the (constant) elasticity of
the marginal nee. However, it can be shown.that (3.22) cannot fulfil the .requirements of
.
.
¢' (c) > 0 . and t/J" (c) < 0 ., stated in (3. 7). In addition, the conventional case of·
I

.

cons~mption inducing no productive effects at all can be considered as a special case

with a1 = 1, a2 = 0 and T/ ~. 0 .
In order to ·give ~ clear eco~10mic interpretation of the modified Keynes-Ramsey rule,
equation (3.21) is slightly reworded to:

f'(k)

=p +·"5 ~ u"(c) · c + ,VJ'"(c) · c.
u'(c)

.·.

V/'{c)

(3.23)
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The third term on the right-hand side of (3.23) is the percentage time rate of change of
th.e marginal utility which. represents "the psychic cost of saving". The last term on· the
. right-hand side is the percentage time rate of change of the marginal nee. Holding an
additional unit of capital during a short illterval of time causes a rising consumption·

...

profile and induces ·a· rise in· the marginal nee. Along the optimal path the rate of
consumpt~on

at each moment must be. c~osen so that the marg_inal productivity of capital

covers four components: the time preference rate, the depreciation rate, the .psychic cost
of saving, and in addition the rise in the marginal nee'. so.
· The saving rate is zero .at the beginning of the transition process and can be shown to
converge asymptotically toward a positive constant, which equals the saving rate of the
original linear growth model (see the appendix and section ~.2, figure 3).
What about the growth rate of per ·capita jncome? Whether it decreases ..~r increases .
seems not to be unequivocal a priori. Differentiation .of the growth rate of per capita
income with respect to time yields:

d k
dt k

d t/J( c) ··d c
dt. k
dt k

- - = - - - ·- - -

(1.24)

The first term on the right-hand side of (3 .24)

repres~rtts

the time rate of change of the

growth rate of human capital per capita, "'.'bile the s~cond term on the right-hand side of
(3 .24) represents the time rate of change of t~e growth rate of physical capital per

~apita

(see the appendix). Because no explicit solution can be found for the differential equation
.systeQt .(3. 8) and (3 .21 ), the time path of the growth rate of capital per capita and income
per capita is analysed by means of a numerical solution (section 3.2).
As~ptotic

range

· .The linear growth model with productive consumption does not possess a·balanced
· growth equilibrium defined by constant growth rates. However, its asymptotic properties
.· are. characterised by the asymptotic balanced growth path (BGP

00

).

Inside the interior of

the control region, the optii:nal trajectory asymptotically converges to this BGP
-which the growth rates of all endogenous variables are identical and const~t.

°For an economic interpretation ofth~Keynes-Ramsey ~e see Dorfman (1969), p. 825.
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00

,

along

rn· order to
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get an idea of the asymptotic behaviour· of the extend~d Hnear gro~h ·model, consider
the growth rate of capital per capita as time· approaches infinity and consumption per
capita as· well as capital per capita grow without bounds:

Jim

k-+oo

ic = (/'(k)-0-n)- lim ~+Jim fJ(c).
k

k-+oo

k

k-+oo

k

(3.25)

..,

The last term on the right-hand side of-(3.25) eventually vanishes [see equation (5.7) in
the appendix]. With respect to the relation between the asymptotic growth rate of
consumption per capita ( y c *) and the asymptotic growth rate of capital p~r capita
( Yk

*), three cases can be distinguished in principle: (a) y c * < y f *, (b) y c * > y k *, and

(c)rc*=rk*·
·In the case of (a), equation (3.25) implies an asymptotic growth rate of capital per
capita equal to . f' (k) -

o- n . However,

this would violate a necessary optimum

condition, the transversality condition (stated in footnote .46). 51 In case (b), equation
(3.25) formally implies that the growth rate of capital per capita tends to minus infinity.
In ·fact, in this case the trajectory would hit the boundary- of the admissible control set
and would subsequently run into the poverty-trap. This can obviously not be optimal as
well. The only remaining possibility is case (c) with y c * = r k *, that is the asymptotic
growth path is characterised by identical ·growth. rates of consll:mption ·.per capita and
· capital. per capita. Taking into account th~ disappearance of the elasticity of the marginal

nee as time approaches infinity, equation (3.21) shows the asymptotic growth r~te of per
capita consumption~ The relation yc * = y k

* together with the production function (3 .3)

51

Because physical capital accumulation is a linear function in output and human capital accumulation
is a sub-linear function in output, the portion of physical capital to overall capital asymptotically goes to
one. Consequently, the asymptotic growth rate of physical capital equals the right-hand side of (3.25),
ignoring the last term. The transversality condition forces the stock of physical capital per capita to grow
asymptotically with a rate smaller than /' (k )n. To see this, note that the transversality condition
can be wri~en as IimA.('r)·e·-u·ck>-o-n}t ·k (t)=·Q, where T denotes the point in time for which an

o-

.

t-.«J

p

.

interior solution occurs for the first time~ see Barro .and Sala-i-Martin (1995), pp. 167-169.

'
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imply that all endogenous variables, that is consumption per capita, capital per capit~,
and income per capita, asymptotically grow with the same growth rate: 52

c -- lim
k, -lim .
-

t-:;,oo

q

t-:;,oo

k

limy
s: ' ') .
- --U -1 . (!. '.(k) -u-p.

t-:;,oo

(3.26)

· ,

y'

Finally, figure 1I sketches
the phase diagram of the extended
linear growth model:
The
.
.
,
.
two rays starting from the origin ·represent the production function and the asymptotic
; balanced-growth path (BGP

00

),

respectiyely. The curye starting from the origin, running

through the- second qua4fant, crossing the ordinate, and entering ·the first quadrant ..
represents the
j

k = 0 -locus.

The ho~ontal broken line marks the level of per capita
r

\

'

consumption. for which the marginal human-capital-enh~cement-effect of consumption
equals one.

Th~

.

region bel~w t~s line necessarily belongs to the no-saving range and the

dynami~s of.the system is governed by (3. ~8) and c = f(k). St8!ting with an ini~iaI·
.

.

.

.

stock of capital per capita k0_, which is chosen sufficiently small to give rise to a.
'

boundary solutiQn at the starting point, t~e ~orresponding -level of c9nsumption per
capita c0 is located on the boundary of the control set. The optimal. trajectory
(equilibrium growth path, EGP ) moves along the production function to the north-east
.and ente~s into the ·interior of the control region as· soon as tlie margi~al utility of
consumption equals the marginal nee measured in

unit~·

of utility. However, if this

. "critical point" is located in the north-east in relation to the poverty-trap coordinates

(c, k), the economy would run mto a poverty-trap. Provided that the poverty-trap did

not become binding, the EGP enters into the interior of the control region ancl
converges to. the BGP

00

(which equals the BGP of the linear model) as time

approaches infinity.

52

I

The production function is assumed to be sufficiently productive to guarantee. permanent growth, and
·.. overall utility.is assumed to be l;>ounded. This requires: f' (k)- 8 > p > [(l. - CF) I CF)·(/'( k )- 8 - p ).+ n ~
see Barro and Sala-i-Martin'(l995), p. 142.
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c

c=f(k)

- - . - - - -.: - - - - - - - cl>'{c}= 1 .

L

:

k
Figure 1: Phase. diagram of the linear growth model with productive consumption

3.2

Simulation results

In order to illustrate the dynamics of the model, the transition process for an interior

·solution is simulated. That is, the system of differential equations (3.8) and (3.21) is
approximated

numeric~ly

following functions

f (k) =A· k,

and parameter values ·are · employed:

</J( c) =cP, A =.0.1, u

.P = 0.05 <.P = 0.35 ). 53

53

by use of the subroutine NDSolve of Mathematica. The

c(t)1-u - I
u(c)=--1-u

=3, ·o =0.02 ,' p =0.0 I,

n =0.03, and

The initial co~ditions are determined as follows: First, art arbitr~rily but sufficiently high_ value of
capital .per capita is selected. The value of per capita consumption is chosen .to be located on the
asymptotic balanced growth path. .Second, starting_ from . this point the dynamical system is solved
backwards. Third, the resulting trajectory in the elk-plane passes through the boundary of the control
set~ this point of intersection is used as the starting point of the forward solution; The initial values of
the backward solution· are sufficiently high in the following sense:· Multiplying ·these values by two and
following the same pr~edure does not alter the time paths of the figures 2 to 7 significantly.
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The figures 2 to· 7 show the- time paths of the consumption/capital ratio ( c I k) , the
'

.

. saving rate ( s ), the . growth rate of capital per capita ( grk ), the growth rate of
consumption_ per capita (grc), the elasticity of the marginal·ncc (17), and the· effective
intertemporal e~asticity of substitution (e/ES),. resp~ctively. Several points are worth
noting:.

,,
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First of· all,, all

v~ables · mopotonically

converge to· their asymptotic steady-state

v~ues. ·The speed of convergen~e measured by the use of the consumption/capital ratio

accord~ng to b(t)-· b*

=[b(O)- b*] ·

e-A.·t

is A,= - ln(0.5) / 15 ~ 0.046. The broken

line in.figure 2 shows the time path" of the consumption/capital ratio for- the case of

ft = 0.35 .

The, speed of convergence in this case is A,

=-ln(0.5) I 20 =0.035.

Therefore, the· speed of convergence is in'\{ersely related to the. effi~iency

~f the

human•

capital-enhance~ent process. The. economic. re~soning for this result is as· follows: The

· higher the. lllargii:ial human-capital-enhancement

e~ect

of consumption, the stronger is

·the bias against saving .. Consequently, because the marginal hum~n-capital-enhancement
effect of consumpti<;m is smaller than one for interior

the accumulation of

~oluticms,

. (p~ysic~ and human) capital is smaller on balance.
Second, Rebelo (1992) argues that an important shortcoming of a 11 broad class of
endogenous growth models 11 is that the:Y. cannot explain different growth .exp.eriences. in
the presence··ofinternational capital markets. Provided that some symmetry with respect·
· to technology an~ preferences holds, alf.economies face the same real rate.of return and,~
consequently, exhibit the same rate of. growth of per capita income. After discussing
several

e~ensions~ of

the basic

li~ear

growth model, Rebelo

conclud~s:

''In ·S11mmary,

with the exception of taxation .1:1JU!er the worldwide system, the mechanisms .described
.{ .. ] do not survive as sources of growth differentials in the· presence of international' '
capital markets. " ~4 The linear growth model . with productive consim~ption shows .
transitional dynamics

whic~, survive

international capital markets and .identical real rates

of return.
Third, .as figure 3 demo~str~tes the (~oss) saving rate increases from zero at the
beginning of ~he t~ansiti~n and conve~ges ·to its asymptotic balanced gro~h value. The
solid line is based on

ft= 0.05

time path of the saVing rate

while the broken line is based <;m

ft= 0.35.

The rising.

mturn implies a positive correlati~n betw~en the saving rate

and per capita in~om~ as figure 8 demonstrates; based on. ft= 0.05:

5

~ Rebelo (1992), p. 27. Rebelo suggests a modification of the standard CIES ·preferences into Stone- ·

. Geary preferences to sqlve this theoretical probl~m.'

•
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The empirical evidence for. a positive correlation between the saving rate and the
level of per .capita incon:ie· is o~erwhelming. ss As an illustration of the cross,;,country
result consider the following table:

Group of Countri~s
(number of countries)

GNP per equivalent adult
in 1985 $; 1980-87 average

Personal Saving as
a percent ofGDP a
4

Low-income-countries (16)

1,324.4

11.2

Lower middle-income
countries (16)

2,805.8

17.1 '

Upper middle-income
countries (11)

6,165.5

19.5

High-income countries (15)

12,292.9

21.1

.

Table I: Per~onal saving rates and GNP per capita; classification of economies according to
World Bank (1994).
.
Source: Ogaki, Ostry, and.Reinhart (1996), p. 44/45.
a With a few· exceptions 1985-1993 averages; for details see Ogaki, Ostry~ and Reinhart
(1996).

'Table I shows a clearly positive relation between the saving rate and the level ,of per
capita inc~me, With the largest increase .in the. saving rate occurring with the transition

55

See Thirlwall (1974), chapter 7, for a review of the older and Reichel (1993) for a revi~w of the more
recent literature. In addition, s~ RetJelo (1992) and Ogaki,.Ostry, and Reinhart (1996).
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from low-income to lower middle-income countri~s~ Obviously, the relation between the
saving rate and the level of per capita income is no~-linear which is in line with figure 8. 56
Fourth, the growth rate of capital per capita and thus income per capita decreases .
during the transition process (figure 4). This result is somewhat surprising. Intuitively, a
rising saving rate induces two effects on the growth rate of capital: (a) As time proceeds
a rising portion of output per capita (saving rate) is used for .gross physical capital
investment, and (b)'a falling portion of output per capita (consumption rate) can be used
for gross human-~apital-enhancements d~e to productive consumption. As the marginal.
human-capital-enhancement-effect of consumption is. smaller than one for interior
solutions, one would ~t first glance expect that effect (a) ~ominates effect (b). However,
as (3.24) indicates the crucial point is whether the time rate ofch~ge of the human
capital component exceeds the time rate of change of the physical capital ·component.57
Obviously, figure 4 shO\YS that in the presen~ case the time ·rate of, change o.f the human
capital component dominates the time rate of change o~ the physical capital compon~nt.
That is, the model implies (conditional) B-convergence as well as a rising saving rate.
Fifth, figure 6 shows the elasticity of the marwnal . nee, which is negative and
· · asymptotically converges to zero. As a consequence, thee/ES is low at early stages of
economic development, increases and asymptotically ~pproaches a constant (figure 7).
Note that for boundary solution~ the JES is effectively zero [see equation·(3 .19)]. Several
authors have reported ·empirical .evidence_ in favour of /ES-values which do .not
significantly differ from zero in the case of low-income countries [Giovannini (1985)] as
well as empirical evidence in favour of a positive relation between the JES and per capita
income [Atkeson and Ogaki (1996) and Ogaki, Ostry,· and Reinhart (1996)]. 58 The
present model implies a rising e/ES during the transition due to .the technological
possibilities to enhance the stock of human capital as a result of productive consumption.

56

A positive correlation between the saving rate and the level of per capita income even results from the
absolute-income hypothesis as well as the explicit q>nsideration of a subsistence level of consumption
within the instantaneous utility function (Stone-Geary preferences); for this see Rebelo (1992), Easterly
(1994), and Ogaki, Ostry, and R"inhart (1996).
·
57

'

The appendix clarifies the relations between the two components 'of (3.24) and the two components of
the growth rate of overall capital per capita.
~8 The finding of a very low interest rate sensitivity of saving in a number of DCs has led several authors

·to consider a number of hypotheses that could explain this result. Maiiily two hypotheses were
employed: liquidity constraints and Stone-Geary preferences [Rebelo (1992), ·Easterly (1994), and
Ogaki, Ostry, and Reinhart (1996)]. ·
·
·

..
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From this one can explain, for example, the

negligibl~

effects of financial liberalisation

measures with the objective to increase the real interest rate, encourage savings and
foster economic growth in the case. of low-income countries. 59
Sixth, King and Rebelo .( 1993) express . very clearly a well-known quantitative
problem of· the neoclassical· growth mod~l: "Generally, when one tries to ex/Jlain

sustained economic growth with transitional dynamics,
.

'

t~ere.

are extremely

counterfactual implications. These result from· the fact that implied marginal products
•

are .extraordinarily high in the early stages of development'~

60

The eXtended linear

growth model with productive consumption does not bear this implication. Sustained
economic growth with transitional dynamics is compatible with

a constant

marginal

product of the reproducible factors. 61
Finally, the subsequent figure 9 shows the share of human capital to overall capital,
labelled the human capital share (hes).

hes

figure
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The declining time path of the hes illustrates the major importance of human capital
which is exclusively accumulated as a result. of productive consumption at early stages of

.

59

See Ogaki, Ostzy, and Reinhart (1996).

60

King and Rebelo (1993), p. 908 .

61

The Jones/Manuelli model can explain both transitional dynamics and susiained growth. ·But· this
model suffers in the same way from the unrealistically high marginal products of reproducible factors.
See Jones andManuelli (1990) and Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995),.pp. 161.
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development. On the. other hand, .the relative importance of human capital eventually
vanishes as the economy develops.

4·

·Summary· and Conclusion

Empirical evidence clearly indicates that productive inputs are not 'exclusively
accumulated as a result of the renunciation of consumption. Especially at early stages of
economic development, consumption can in a specific sense be regarded as a source of
the accumulation of a productive input (human capital) and thus output growth.· The
model presented above sheds . some light on the importance and implications of
productive consumption, capital accumulation, and growth in DCs. Specifically, the
incorporation of the productive-consumption hypothesis into a simple endogenous
growth model reveals the following implications:
. (~)The "harsh" intertemporal consumption trade-off traditionally assumed is
modified. More concrete, the time rate of change of the marginal net cost of
consumption has to be taken into accoµnt for selecting the optimal consumption
path. The optimal rule of consumption turns into a modified Keynes-Ramsey rule.
(b) The intertemporal elasticity of substitution is no longer exclusively
instan~aneous .utility

ba~ed

on the

function. The technological· opportunities ,for enhancing the

stock of human capital as a result of productive consumption additionally
determine the effective JES (eJES). Consequently, the elES consists in the
elasticity of.marginal utility as well as the elasticity of the marginal net cost of
consumption.
(c) As Gersovitz (1983) has demonstrated within the framework of discrete twoperiod models, the saving rate increases with income if consumption is productive.
In contrast to Gersovitz, this is shown within ·the:framework of a cont.inuous

growth model and no special parameter restrictions are nec.essary for this result
(d) Different growth experiences are explained as a result of transitional dynamics to
an asymptotic balanced growth equilibrium. The speed of ·convergence· is
inversely related· to the efficiency of the human-capital-enhancement process. The .
.n;iodel does not imply unrealistically high values of the ·marginal product of
.reproducible factors for low incomes as all versions of'1 the neoclassical growth
.model [see King and Rebelo (1993)]. Neither are identical real rates of return

•
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' across. economies due to international capital markets inconsistent with. diverging
growth rates for different countries [see Rebelo (1992)]:
Generally, there are ~o theoretical possibilities to explain different growth
'

experiences. ;\ccording to the first strand of models, the empirical data are interpreted to
represent a balanced growth phenomenoµ and, consequently, tl)ese models show the
possibilities of multiple balanced growth paths [e.g. Azariadis and Drazen (1990)]. The
second strand of models interprets the empirical picture as representing a transition
•

j

""(

•

'

•

•

•

phenomenon and emphasises the importance of transition processes [e.g. Romer (1986)].
The model presented in this paper is assigned to the second direction. In addition, with
the ·exception of the poverty-trap it does not possess a balanced growth equilibrium.
However, it possesses an asymptotic balanced growth equilibrium [see Jones and
Manuelli (1990)].
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5. ) Ap·pendix·

Human-capital-enhancement-functions with c~ristant 17
· The ·elasticity of the marginal ·nee is defin~d as follows:

. _ ·c· V/"(c) _ c·r/l'(c)
17
. 1/f' ( c) ,=
V/' ( c) . - 1- ¢' (c) :

(SJ)

· The. class of human-capital-enhancement-functions which imply a constant el~ticity of
the marginal nee is·derived -as follows:

:d
t'
. .
11
-·ln[l-¢ (c)]=-dc
· c
ln[l-¢'(c)]

(5;2)

=--17· ln(c) + a0

(5.3)

-(5.4)
(5.5)

Asymptotic saving !ate
.

~

The gross saving rate as traditionally defined reads:

= icP + (8 + n) · kP

S- .
j .

=

f(k) . .

ic

I

+:

_
+ (8 -n) · k - ¢( c)
- -------

. - f(k)

(5.6)

f'~k) :(! + (O + ~)- 'i>)

From tqe properties .of the human-capital-enhancement-function and L'Hopital's rule, it
'follows that the last term on the right-hand side asymptotic~ly vanishes:

lim ¢[c(t)] ~ liin. {h[f(k(t))]
t~oo

k(t)

t-+oo

.

k(t)

=liin ¢'[/(k)]: f'(k) ·k(t) ·= O..
t-+oo

k(t)

.

(5~7)

Both ¢[c(t)] and k(t) must be positive and, consequently, (5.7) implies that their ratip
vanishes as time approaches infinity. Equation (3.26) shows that the growtry rate of
capital per capita and consumption pe~ capita are asymptotically identical and constant.
Given the set of equations ( 5. 6), ( 5. 7), and (3 .26) it can be shown that the asymptotic
saving rate equals. [see Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995), pp. 142(143]:

•

. .1

1 ·(1

-
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)

hms=--·.(rk *+o+n)=--· -(f'(k)-o-p)+o+n

1-+oo

J'(k)

J'(k) . (J'

. ·

·

(5.8)

f'(k)- p+u ·n +(u-1)· o

=-----------(}'· f'(k)

. The steady-state· saving rate of the line~r growth model with productive con~umptiori is
constant and equals the savin$ rate of the original linear growth model.

Growth rate of _capital per ~apita
The growth rate of capital per capita according .to· (3. 8) is ·

k

I

c

.

r/J(c)

k =(A-.8-n)-k+k,

(5:9)

and its time derivative reads:

!!__ k ~ !!_ r/J(c) _ !!_~
dt k

dt k

_(5.10)

dt k

The growth rate of capital per capita can likewise be, expressed as a weighted sum of the
· growth rates of physical and human capital:
(5.11) : . '

The first term in (5. 10) is closely relate~ to the time rate of change .of human capital,
(5.12) .
.

.

while the.second term in (5.10) is closely related to the time rate of change of physical
c~pital: .

,_

J

c
'· ( kp kp .
. ·' kp
-= f'(k)- -·---(n+8)- ..

k

kp

k

'k

(5.13) .
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